
 

Enrapture Amplify Jumbo Waver  

 

Frequently Asked Questions  

 

Why does the size of the barrel matter? 

The narrower the barrels are, then the more your wave will look like a soft crimp. So if you’re looking to create 

big waves then look for those with barrels over 20mm. 

 

Why does the shape of the barrel matter? 

A deep ‘V’ shape will give an edgy look, whereas equal size rounded barrels give much softer ‘S’ shaped wave. 

Look at the end of the barrels when they are closed to see the wave you will get. 

 

What’s the difference between Titanium and Ceramic? 

Ceramic is a non-metallic material that is usually sprayed onto aluminium base plates in thin layers. It provides 

good heat conductivity properties but ceramic spray can wear over time.  

Titanium is a lightweight metal derived from rock. It can also be sprayed onto aluminium or it can be moulded 

in to solid titanium plates which are then polished. Titanium plates don’t wear like spray finished and are ultra 

smooth to prevent snagging. Titanium plates heat up faster than ceramic, recover quickly from wave to wave 

and distribute heat more evenly to avoid cold and hot spots. 

  

Warnings:  
 

All titanium metal areas on this waver become hot. The professional marcel handle is designed to spring open 

when released from gripping your hair. For that reason, please take extra care to avoid any skin when styling.  

 

For safety, please read the use and care instructions prior to styling and conduct the recommended test on 

your hair before use to determine correct temperature for your hair type. For detailed advice on how to style 

your hair with this waver and to join Enrapture VIP please visit www.enrapturehair.com 

 

LOVE IT OR YOUR MONEY BACK... 

Whether you are treating yourself or buying the Amplify Jumbo Waver as a gift, we are so confident you will 

love our Enrapture collection that if you are not completely satisfied, you can simply return it within 30 days 

for a full refund. In addition, we have designed the Amplify Jumbo Waver to be durable and have included a 3 

year guarantee. 

 

 


